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The past two decades have seen a
wave of transformation in the banking
industry, along with major disruptions
that have had deep repercussions on a
global level.
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Though the basics of banking
may appear unchanged, banking
organizations themselves are faced
with a number of challenges that stem
from the wave of digital transformation
(DX) that has taken over the globe in
the past few years.
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ADAPTING TO THE NEW NORMAL — STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
What

Why

Building up their operational/digital
resilience with nimble technologies:

The complexity of modern banking organizations
and the projects they undertake make it impossible
or inefficient to operate without technological
support or to rely on antiquated systems and the
processes they have developed over the years.

Technology in general and software in particular have
a key role to play in supporting decision making and
transformation in the banking industry.

Adopting new ways of working and
keeping talent without frustrating and
alienating key staff:
With the emergence of the new normal, employees will
ask to be given greater flexibility to decide their working
hours and to log on at times that work best for them, as
the danger of burnout, fatigue, and disengagement is
high, especially among junior staff.

The disparate and disconnected HR systems
that were aggregated over years and years of
investment, customization, and acquisitions
will have to be reviewed and replaced
by technology solutions that are unified,
trustworthy, and easy to use.

To remain competitive and profitable, banking
organizations must adopt a new set of support
processes that enable staff to work in agile and
innovative ways without putting their profitability at risk.
Technology solutions that provide decision makers with
an up-to-date view of the firm’s resource and financial
position, project by project and at a business level, can
provide the core of an agile business.

Achieving cost savings through a robust
but agile digitization of support functions:
Supporting functions such as HR and finance need to
evolve at the same pace as primary functions (such as
customer service).

THE THREE HORIZONS OF BANKING DX
The transformation journey can take the form of a “three
horizon” process in which the banking organization can add
increased complexity and sophistication to use cases.
The digital business platform becomes both the medium
and the foundation for delivering these more complex
use cases at each iteration, starting with the rebuilding
of resilience and moving steadily toward the “ready
for anything” banking organization — a fluid, agile, and
intelligent business.
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RECOMMENDATIONS — CHROs
Build up operational and digital resilience
The key initial task for the CHRO is to set up a flexible work environment
in which employee experience will continue to benefit from collaboration,
onboarding, team activities, and knowledge sharing.

Adopt new ways of working
The office of the CHRO should emphasize open API
infrastructures and implement training, create policies,
governance, and processes, and invest in appropriate tools to
facilitate new ways of working. This will further support workforce
flexibility and agility.

Achieve cost savings with the digitization of support
functions
The technological arsenal of the CHRO is optimized for perfect
performance of human resource planning in a cost-efficient manner.
The workforce will be primarily flexible, proactive, and intelligently
sourced and able to work securely from anywhere.

RECOMMENDATIONS — CFOs
Build up operational and
digital resilience
The enhanced role of the CFO is to
lead and support digital transformation
and rethink the digital arsenal of the
finance function. The CFO will do this
by putting more focus on forecasting
capabilities, scenarios, and “what-if”
analysis. This will enable the CFO to be
better prepared for the unexpected.

Adopt new ways of working
With processes largely automated, the CFO office
focus will shift to business-facing analysis and
exception-based investigations. Staff should devote
more time to proactive support and enhance
employees’ capacity to provide more advice on
strategic interventions.

Achieve cost savings with the digitization
of support functions and tools
CFOs need a set of financial applications that have
continuous planning and forecasting capabilities,
simple user experience, and self-configured
reporting.
They must ensure that the finance function benefits
from advanced automation to improve accuracy
and reduce errors. They will employ tools such as
predictive modeling, self-service reporting, and digital
assistants.
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